his foreign policy?
How are prominent developing countries adjusting to Trump’s
‘America First’ approach?
Is Trump unintentionally a blessing in disguise for rising powers?
Will the Trump eﬀect of withdrawing America from global governance
continue after him?
What drives populism in the US and how is it accelerating the
evolution of a ‘post-American world’?
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Readers get insights into the domestic structural pressures motivating
Trump’s trademark foreign policy insurgency and the divisions within his ‘twotrack presidency’ between ‘nationalists’ and ‘globalists’ which are profoundly

‘The rise of Donald Trump and the return of
emerging powers to the forefront of world
politics are markers of our time. Until now,
they have been treated separately. In this
pioneering work, Sreeram Chaulia brings
them together into a seamless whole…’
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views from key emerging powers of the
Global South to see how they … may seize the
opportunity to construct an alternative world
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‘The rest of the world is rising, assuming
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analysis and the vision of this changing world
need to be told by scholars from those regions.
Sreeram Chaulia’s work on the rise of powers
outside the conventional US-China duet does
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interventionism or a China-dominated new global order but multiple ‘postAmerican’ regionally based orders.
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The results will surprise you.’
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